
CHOOSING THE IDEAL COOLING PACK BASED VEST OR ACCESSORY

WHICH REUSABLE COOLING TECHNOLOGY SHOULD YOU CHOOSE?

KOOL MAX®

Cooling vests with Kool Max® frozen water-based cooling packs fit into insulated pockets. Packs require access 
to a freezer and 2 to 3 hours to charge. They offer the highest level of cooling energy. It’s science! It takes more 
energy to charge these packs in a freezer and in return, the packs offer greater cooling energy for a longer time. 
Vests will cool for approximately 3 to 4 hours; accessories will cool for 1 to 2 hours.

COOL58®

Cooling vests with Cool 58® phase change cooling packs fit into insulated pockets. Packs freeze at 58°F 
(14.4°C) and provide a comfortable, constant cooling temperature of 58°F. Ideal choice when freezers are not 
available; these packs can be recharged in a cooler of ice water in just 15 to 20 minutes or a refrigerator in 
1-1.5 hours. Vests will cool for approximately 2 to 3 hours; accessories will cool for 1 to 1.5 hours.

HOME AND AWAY KITS    (available only with the small pack configuration.)
Our home and away kits include a vest and one set of each style of pack. Kool Max®  for when you have easy 
access to a freezer; Cool 58® when you are working outdoors or remotely and only have access to a cooler of 
ice water
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SEGMENTED STRIP PACK CONFIGURATION
Adjustable vests using our segmented Cool58 strip packs include four (4) 
sectioned strip packs. These vests are available with 5” x 12.5” 400 gram 
(.88 lbs.) packs (total vest weight 4.0lb) or 6” x 13” 500 gram (1.1 lb) packs 
(total vest weight 5.5 lb).  

WHICH STYLE OF VEST WOULD YOU PREFER?
Our POLAR ADJUSTABLE VESTS have adjustable hook and loop straps at the chest, waist and shoulders for a snug, comfortable and customized fit. 
Size charts are located on the purchase pages.  They come with two different pack configurations:

https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/home.asp
https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/Adjustable-Zipper-Cooling-Vest-with-5-12-4-5-x-6-Kool-Max-Packs-p32.htm
https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/Adjustable-Zipper-Cooling-Vest-with-4-Long-Cool58-Phase-Change-Pack-Strips-p197.htm
https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/Save-Money-with-Cooling-Vest-and-Accessory-Kits-c430.htm
https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/Adjustable-Zipper-Cooling-Vest-with-4-Long-Cool58-Phase-Change-Pack-Strips-p197.htm
https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/Adjustable-Zipper-Cooling-Vest-with-4-Long-Cool58-Phase-Change-Pack-Strips-p197.htm
https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/Save-Money-with-Cooling-Vest-and-Accessory-Kits-c430.htm
https://www.polarproducts.com/polarshop/pc/Adjustable-Vests-with-4-Long-Pack-Strips-c576.htm


To see all of our body cooling and therapy 
products, visit polarproducts.com.

polarproducts.com

1.800.763.8423  |  polar@polarproducts.com

4.5” X 6” PACK CONFIGURATION
Adjustable vests using 4.5 X 6” packs include 8 to 12 packs depending on 
vest size. This configuration allows the user to adjust the number, location 
and weight of the vest as desired. Sizes range from XS/S to 3XL/4XL and the 
number of packs increases with size. Each pack weighs 6.4 oz. Back cooling 
packs are located along the spine for efficient cooling. Adjustable vests with 
4.6” x 6” packs are available in khaki, blue, gray and black

3 WHICH FABRIC WOULD YOU PREFER?
Cotton: lightweight and breathable 100% cotton twill
Nylon: 100% two-ply soft, breathable, easy-clean nylon

“This is my third year using the Kool 
Max® Industrial Vest. It provides the 
cooling relief needed while working in a 
hot factory”
  - Lawrence in Michigan

“This Polar Cool58 vest is the best cooling system 
I have ever purchased!! I work in a hot warehouse 
and at each break I change the packs and it keeps 
me cool. I also have an extra set of four packs 
that I keep in the thermal cooler with some ice 
packs and it works for me! I really recommend this 
cooling vest.”
   - Lynn in New Jersey

“Bought this Polar Cool58 Industrial 
Cooling Vest  for my husband who 
works in the oil fields. He calls 
me daily to tell me how awesome 
I am because I got this for him. 
Oklahoma heat with no a/c is brutal 
so this is a PERFECT solution. The 
[Cool58®] gel packs are amazing , 
he just fills the cooler with ice and 
20 minutes later they are frozen 
solid. Less than a dollar a day for ice 
at a truck stop and he is cool and 
comfortable.”
  - E. in Oklahoma
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